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Chapter 2946 
Buzz! Buzz! 

The huge One-Horned Beast turned lava-like red with rolling heat waves and made a 
humming sound like charging energy. Moreover, as time went by, the beast became 
redder and hotter! 

Boom! 

The beast pawed the ground with its four huge hooves, opened its jaws with a loud roar, 
and charged at Philip with its huge lava-red horn. At that moment, the single horn broke 
through the void like a comet collision with terrifying energy pressure. It was comparable 
to a full blow from a powerhouse of the seventh zone. 

Philip’s eyes darkened as terrifying energy fluctuations raged all over his body. He put 
his hands together, and a roaring fire chimera suddenly appeared behind him. The 
chimera soared into the air with a loud roar, and the entire canyon trembled violently. 
He pulled his arms back and gathered the surrounding energy in his fists. 

More and more energy gathered in his fists before they finally turned into the heads of 
two dragons. This was also an attack with all of Philip’s strength. 

“Dragon Scale!” Philip roared angrily, jumped in the air, turned into a huge fire dragon, 
and soared into the sky! 

The tremendous energy gathered in his fists that had turned into the heads of two flame 
dragons roared and blasted down from the sky with terrifying energy pressure. It 
seemed as if only Philip with his Dragon Scale Fists and the beast with the single lava-
red horn remained in this world. 

Rumble! 

The fist smashed into the horn! 

Bang! 

An earth-shattering sound like a sonic boom resounded throughout the canyon. In an 
instant, gravel flew, cliffs crumbled, and the earth cracked. A huge ball of red light 
exploded between the two! 

This ball of light enlarged and engulfed the whole canyon. 

Boom! 



A huge sound spread in all directions throughout the entire space in an instant! 

The four groups in other areas of this space also heard the huge sound at this moment. 
Someone climbed to the top of the giant tree, looked into the distance, and saw a red 
ball of light rising in the air. 

Samuel Woods stood with his hands behind his back on the top of the tree. His eyes 
were sharp, and the rules of swordsmanship flashed. Below him, Hugh Woods and the 
others worked together to kill a beast that looked like a goat. 

“We need to hurry up!” 

Samuel jumped down from the treetop and took seven or eight seconds before he 
landed. He glanced coldly at the beast lying in a pool of blood. 

“Uncle Samuel, what is this place? Is it really a corner of the other shore?” Hugh 
stepped forward and asked worriedly. 

Samuel nodded and said, “Yes, this is one corner of the three abandoned worlds of the 
other shore in our country, all of which were separated from the other shore by the 
combined efforts of our predecessors. The purpose is to study the rules and survival 
methods of the other shore and to develop some special talents so that we can deal 
with future challenges.” 

Hugh’s face darkened as he asked, “Uncle Samuel, are you saying that we’ll fight the 
existence of the other shore in the near future?” 
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Samuel was silent before he said, “It’s not impossible. The Heavenly Court has recently 
detected some instability in the stargate, and we have also found more signs of 
awakening in these creatures of the other shore that remain in the country, so we have 
to make advanced preparations.” 

Having said that, Samuel tapped the electronic watch on his wrist and glanced at the 
map. They were on the west side. 

“Let’s go. We don’t have many opportunities left,” Samuel said. 

In the center of the storm, the cliffs and the ground were swept away, causing gravel to 
fly around. When the storm finally died away, the whole canyon no longer existed! 

In the center of the storm, there was a huge deep pit hundreds of meters in size. In the 
center of the pit, the single horn on the One-Horned Beast had shattered and the beast 
had fallen to the ground while covered in blood, howling miserably. The four huge 
chains were also broken. 



Philip was not in great shape either. He was fortunate enough to have withstood the 
storm. After he landed, he glanced at the beast howling in the pit, turned around, and 
ran to the exit. 

The entire canyon had collapsed. Fennel and the others had gone several miles away. 
They stood on the branches of the towering giant tree and waited for Philip. 

“He’s here!” Lord Ludo shouted and rushed over immediately. 

She looked very worried and asked nervously, “Philip, are you hurt?!” 

Philip shook his head, landed on the branch of the giant tree, and said with a smile, “I’m 
fine. Let’s go!” 

Fennel and the others nodded and continued to move forward along a route shown on 
the map. 

This place was a dense forest formed by towering giant trees. They were 100 meters 
tall, so tall that no one could see the top. A human jumping through these giant trees 
looked just like a squirrel. 

Was this what a corner of the other shore looked like? 

10 minutes later, Philip and the others were still walking through the giant forest. They 
finally found a lake and decided to stop for a break. 

“What kind of place is the other shore exactly? Even the trees are hundreds of meters 
high, and the beasts are so powerful. If they really invade our civilization, What can we 
do to resist?” Moses asked worriedly. 

Philip and the others sat on the rocks and glanced around. Philip said, “I don’t know, but 
now that we know more about the rules and existence of the other shore, it’ll be 
beneficial to how we can resist their invasion in the future.” 

Philip was right, but everyone was still filled with uncertainty. That was because they 
were imagining what the other shore was like, everything in front of them went beyond 
their cognition. 

Was it a world filled with wilderness and exotic beasts? Or a highly civilized existence? 

Everything was unknown. Maybe only the ancient sages who separated and moved the 
fragment of the other shore would know it. 

Suddenly, the ground shook violently and caught everyone’s attention. It felt like 
thousands of beasts were galloping on the ground. 



Everyone jumped on the tree trunks! 

After a while, hordes of beasts passed under them and knocked down countless giant 
trees. These extraterrestrial beasts seemed to be running madly for their lives. Some 
beasts with the strength of the sixth zone among them either bit to death or knocked 
away the beasts blocking in front of them while they ran frantically. 

Philip and the others kept jumping between the giant trees, and their expressions 
quickly became nervous. Something must have happened. Otherwise, these beasts 
would not be fleeing in a panic like this. 

As they were puzzled over it, in the distance, a roar of a beast resounded throughout 
the space. Moreover, a powerful and terrifying aura spread. 

“A king of the beasts is trying to breach the peak of the seventh zone!” Lord Ludo 
quickly judged and exclaimed! 
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Hearing this, everyone was stunned. 

A king of the beasts was trying to breach the peak of the seventh zone. This was simply 
too scary! 

Such a powerful beast actually existed on this piece of land? 

“Are you serious?” Philip asked with a frown. 

This was not good news. 

Lord Ludo quickly nodded and said, “That’s right. We have records of this situation in 
the Heavenly Court database. Besides, look!” 

While saying that, Lord Ludo took out the damaged diagnostic device, which had 
returned to normal by now. It must be the miasma in the canyon that had affected the 
normal operation of this device. At this moment, a red light constantly flashes on the 
screen in the middle of the device with the word ‘Danger’. The result of the diagnostic 
device stated that a king of the beasts was trying to breach the peak of the seventh 
zone! 

Hiss! 

Everyone gasped. 

A beast in the peak of the seventh zone was not something they could face at this time! 



Lord Ludo said gravely, “According to the results of the diagnostic device, every time a 
king of the beasts tries to breach the realm, a radius of a hundred miles will be 
shrouded in its presence, which is why these beasts are trying to escape because the 
surrounding area has been marked by the king of the beasts as its territory. Moreover, 
the king of the beasts will be most aggressive during this time. Thus, no one will dare to 
approach easily… These are some records of the king of the beasts that I saw inside 
the Heavenly Court.” 

After Lord Ludo finished speaking, Philip and the others stared intently into the distance 
where giant trees were collapsing as if a huge beast was rampaging. Below them, 
different beasts ran or flew for their lives. 

Philip glanced at the map of the electronic watch on his wrist and found that the area 
where the king of beasts was trying to breach the realm was right in the middle of the 
route they had chosen to reach the exit. In other words, if they wanted to reach the exit, 
they had to pass through the territory where the king of beasts was, and they could not 
go around. That was because the map had marked this area as surrounded by broken 
cliffs. 

“What should we do now?” Fennel asked with a frown. 

He had noticed the severity of this matter. Passing through the territory of a king of 
beasts at the peak of the seventh zone was tantamount to courting death. 

Philip looked at Ludo gravely and asked, “Is there any other way?” 

Lord Ludo looked at the diagnostic device in her hand, shook her head, and said, “No. 
There’s little information about the king of beasts. They’re hard to come by. I didn’t 
expect to meet a king of beasts from the other shore here…” 

“In that case, we can only force our way through,” Philip raised his eyebrows and looked 
into the distance. 

After that, they gathered together, carefully looked at the electronic map, and analyzed 
the current situation. To pass through this area, they had to pass the stone bridge 
connecting the two cliffs. That was why Philip and the others had no other choice. 

The stone bridge lay right behind the area belonging to the king of beasts. They could 
only reach the stone bridge after passing through the area where the beast was. 
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“Let’s go and take a look first,” Philip got up and said. 

The others immediately followed and ran all the way. 



The closer they got to the area where the king of beasts was, the more Philip and the 
others could feel the supreme pressure and terrifying power of rules that permeated the 
air. The pressure was like a strong gust of wind that hurt people’s cheeks. More 
terrifyingly, the closer they got, the slower they became because there seemed to be a 
huge repelling force that prevented all creatures from approaching. It came from the 
center of the area where the beast was located. 

The biting intent in the air made Philip and the others uneasy. A large piece of scorched 
earth lay before them. The surrounding giant trees had collapsed into ruins, and the 
ground was cracked as if an earth-shattering battle had just happened here. 

“Did the king of beasts do this? This is too scary. This destructive power is comparable 
to a nuclear bomb!” Moses said in horror. 

He was unable to calm down at the sight in front of him. 

It was a huge pit the size of a small town, all scorched earth. Dozens of miles around 
were burnt black. In the middle of this deep pit, a huge winged beast shaped like a 
pterosaur sprawled. This beast was very huge. Its pair of wings alone was the size of a 
soccer field! 

Its huge head, sharp beak, and huge fleshy horn on the top of its head glowed brightly 
with three colors like a luminous gem. 

At this moment, the beast was panting as if it had just experienced a great battle. It lay 
in the deep pit and whimpered constantly, exuding a very unstable pressure. This 
pressure was the reason other beasts were fleeing for their lives! 

Screech… 

The beast howled as if in great pain. Its huge eyes noticed Philip and the others who 
had invaded its territory. It flapped its wings and blew up a hurricane. This hurricane 
destroyed the nearby giant trees and sent gravel flying! 

Philip and the others took on a defensive posture. However, after a few movements, the 
beast slid down again as if exhausted. 

“What’s going on?” Fennel asked. 

Lord Ludo took out the device and pointed it at the beast to collect and analyze its data. 

“This is a Winged Dragon, an adult extraterrestrial beast in the mid-stage of the seventh 
zone. It failed in its attempt to reach the peak of the seventh zone and is now gathering 
its strength in preparation for the next attempt.” Lord Ludo explained and became 
nervous. 



Philip frowned, stared at the beast, and said, “Let’s take advantage of this opportunity to 
force our way through!” 

Several people looked at each other and set off immediately. Faced with the shocking 
pressure radiating from the winged dragon, they rushed to the rear! 

Screech! 

Seeing several uninvited guests breaking into its territory, the dragon was very angry. It 
wanted to flap its wings, but it had consumed too much energy just now. Thus, it could 
only screech to vent its anger! 

Philip and the others circled the edge of this huge deep pit and ran several hundred 
meters forward. 

Whoosh! 

Suddenly, a huge gust of wind swept in front of them! 

“Watch out!” Lord Ludo exclaimed. 

Philip frowned. The dragon had swung its thick long tail at them with a huge gust of 
wind and flying gravel. It was comparable to an attack at the early stage of the seventh 
zone! 

Philip dodged, put his hands together, and smacked out! 

Rumble! 

The ground collapsed and a thick stone wall rose from the ground in front of Philip and 
the others. They also jumped back dozens of meters! 

Boom! 

The huge tail of the dragon smashed through the huge stone wall and sent the 
shattered stones toward Philip and the others. Fortunately, Philip and the others had 
retreated to a safe area. 

Huff! 

Everyone gasped. 

“What now? It refuses to let us go over,” Moses asked anxiously. 

Suddenly, the dragon flapped its huge wings and flew into the air, bringing winds like a 
sandstorm with it. It roared several times as if declaring its claim over its territory! 
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Everyone looked up at the huge dragon in the sky. It circled up high in the air with a 
huge gust of wind and screeched at Philip and the others on the ground with huge 
energy pressure. At that moment, that energy pressure was like a mountain that 
weighed tens of millions of tons, pressing down on everyone’s heads! 

Philip frowned and had no choice but to unleash his kingship energy field to shield 
Fennel and the others. The kingship energy field withstood the pressure from the sky. 
However, he was only in the early stage of the seventh zone. Besides, he had just 
advanced to this stage and his strength was still unstable. Faced with a king of beasts 
that was about to breach the peak of the seventh zone, his odds of winning were very 
low. 

Screech! 

The dragon opened its huge beak and spewed strong winds from its mouth. The winds 
contained wind blades that smashed all the giant trees around to bits! 

The sky was full of strong winds with terrifying energy pressure that swept over Philip 
and the others! 

Philip met the attack and unleashed the absolute barrier of the kingship energy field! 

Whoosh! 

The winds scraped on the absolute barrier of the kingship energy field with a loud 
whirring sound that tortured the eardrums of everyone inside. What was even more 
scary was that the winds splintered some cracks in the barrier! 

“If this goes on, we definitely can’t beat this beast!” Fennel made a judgment 
immediately and got ready to fight. 

Philip raised his eyes, looked at the stone bridge in the distance, and shouted, “You 
guys leave first. I’ll break the pursuit!” 

“No, absolutely not! This is a king of beasts with the strength of the middle stage of the 
seventh zone! There’s no way you can beat it now!” 

Lord Ludo immediately grabbed Philip’s arm and shook her head desperately. 

Philip frowned and glanced at Fennel. With a violent slap, he shoved Lord Ludo and the 
others out of his kingship energy field! 

At that moment, Lord Ludo’s eyes widened as she stretched out her hand, trying to grab 
hold of Philip with all her might. She shouted, “Philip!” 



Philip turned around and glared at the dragon in the sky. An energy vortex appeared 
around him, and the soles of his feet swirled with red flames. 

Boom! 

Philip soared into the air like a man on fire and punched the dragon in the sky. On 
Fennel’s side, he led everyone and ran in the direction of the stone bridge. 

In the sky, the dragon looked down and saw Philip jumping into the sky like a burning 
man. It also saw Fennel and the others who wanted to take the opportunity to escape. It 
screeched angrily and flapped its huge wings, wanting to dive down! 

“Your opponent is me!” An angry shout! 

Philip’s body raged with energy pressure as his flaming fist punched the dragon in the 
sky. 

Boom! 

This punch contained Philip’s killing intent It turned into a huge flaming fist and slammed 
into the dragon! 

The dragon screeched angrily and flapped strong winds with its wings at Philip! 

Poof! 

The wind collided with the flaming fist, and an earth-shattering power exploded. The 
flaming fist was blown away by the wind and filled the air with flames, making the sky 
burn red! 

 


